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Abstract

This paper presents a novel crawling strat-
egy to locate bilingual sites. It does so
by focusing on the Web graph neighbor-
hood of these sites and exploring the pat-
terns of the links in this region to guide its
visitation policy. A sub-task in the prob-
lem of bilingual site discovery is the job
of detecting bilingual sites, i.e., given a
Web site, verify whether it is bilingual or
not. We perform this task by combining
supervised learning and language iden-
tification. Experimental results demon-
strate that our crawler outperforms previ-
ous crawling approaches and produces a
high-quality collection of bilingual sites,
which we evaluate in the context of ma-
chine translation in the tourism and hos-
pitality domain. The parallel text obtained
using our novel crawling strategy results in
a relative improvement of 22% in BLEU
score (English-to-Spanish) over an out-of-
domain seed translation model trained on
the European parliamentary proceedings.

1 Introduction
Parallel texts are translations of the same text
in different languages. Parallel text acquisition
from the Web has received increased attention in
the recent years, especially for machine transla-
tion (Melamed, 2001) and cross-language infor-
mation retrieval (Grossman and Frieder, 2004).
For many years, the European Parliament proceed-
ings (Koehn, 2005a) and official documents of
countries with multiple languages were the only
widely available parallel texts. Although these are
high-quality corpora, they have some limitations:
(1) they tend to be domain specific (e.g., govern-
ment related texts); (2) they are available in only a
few languages; and (3) sometimes they are not free

or there is some restriction for using them. On the
other hand, Web data is free and comprises data
from different languages and domains.

Previous research in the area of parallel Web
data acquisition has mainly focused on the prob-
lems of document pair identification (Jiang et
al., 2009; Uszkoreit et al., 2010; Munteanu and
Marcu, 2005; Resnik and Smith, 2003; Melamed,
2001) and sentence alignment. Typically, doc-
ument pairs are located by issuing queries to a
search engine (Resnik and Smith, 2003; Hong et
al., 2010). The sentences in the matched doc-
uments are then aligned using standard dynamic
programming techniques. In this work, we model
the problem of obtaining parallel text in two sub-
tasks. First, locate the sites that contain bilingual
data (bilingual sites). Here we assume that paral-
lel texts are present in the same site (Chen and Nie,
2000). Second, extract parallel texts within these
sites. While the latter problem of extracting of par-
allel text from bilingual Web sites has received a
lot of attention, the former problem of automati-
cally locating high quality parallel Web pages is
still an open problem.

In this paper, we propose a crawling strat-
egy (Olston and Najork, 2010) to discover bilin-
gual sites on the Web. Previous work on fo-
cused crawlers (Chakrabarti et al., 1999; Dili-
genti et al., 2000) has been used to locate dif-
ferent kinds of Web sources such as Web pages
in a topic (Chakrabarti et al., 2002), geographic
information (Ahlers and Boll, 2009) and Web
forms (Barbosa and Freire, 2007) by following
outlinks. In contrast to these approaches, we ex-
plore the idea of using not only forward links but
also backlinks. Backlinks of a page p are the links
that point to p and outlinks (forward links) are the
links that p points to. The reason for that is a sin-
gle backlink page sometimes refers to many re-
lated pages, a phenomenon known as co-citation.
Kumar et al. (Kumar et al., 1999) showed that co-
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Figure 1: Bipartite graph representing the graph
neighborhood visited by the crawler. Backlink
pages point to pages in bilingual sites (BS) and
other pages (forward pages).

citation is a common feature of Web communities
and, as a result of that, Web communities are char-
acterized by directed bipartite subgraphs. Based
on that, we implemented our crawling strategy by
restricting the crawler’s search for bilingual sites
in the bipartite graph composed by backlink pages
(BPs) of the bilingual sites that were already dis-
covered by the crawler, and pages pointed by BPs.
This scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. Our as-
sumption, therefore, is that the Web region rep-
resented by this bipartite graph is rich in bilingual
sites since backlink pages typically point to mul-
tiple bilingual sites (co-citation). Finally, to focus
on the most promising regions in this graph, the
crawler explores the patterns in the links to guide
its visitation policy.

A sub-task in the problem of bilingual site dis-
covery is the job of detecting bilingual sites, i.e.,
given a Web site, verify whether it is bilingual or
not. A simple approach to this task is to search the
entire Web site for parallel text. However, this is
computationally expensive since Web sites might
contain hundreds/thousands of pages. We propose
a low-cost strategy that visits very few pages in the
Web site to make its prediction regarding the pres-
ence of bilingual text. Given a Web site’s page,
we use supervised learning to identify links on the
page that are good candidates to point to parallel
text within the site. Subsequently, our strategy ver-
ifies whether the pages pointed by the candidate
links are in fact in the languages of interest.

The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

• A new focused crawling strategy that ex-
plores the concept of co-citation by restrict-
ing the search for targeted sources (bilingual
sites in this paper) in the bipartite graph com-

posed by the backlink pages of the targeted
sources already discovered by the crawler,
and the forward links pointed to by the back-
link pages. The crawler uses link classifiers
specialized in each set of the URLs of the
pages (backward and forward pages) of the
bipartite graph to focus on the most promis-
ing regions in this graph;

• A high-precision and efficient approach to
detecting bilingual sites based on supervised
learning and language identification.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we present our approach to
locating and detecting a bilingual site. We present
experimental results in Section 3 and demonstrate
the efficacy of our approach in the context of ma-
chine translation in Section 4. We review related
work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Bilingual Site Crawler
A naive approach to collect parallel text would be
to check for every pair of pages on the Web. How-
ever, this is computationally prohibitive given the
scale of the Web. To make the search for paral-
lel text more feasible, previous approaches made
the assumption that parallel texts mainly occur
within Web sites (Chen and Nie, 2000). Thus, the
search for parallel text can be comprised of two
steps. First, locate bilingual sites, and then, ex-
tract the parallel text from them. While previous
approaches (Resnik and Smith, 2003; Zhang et al.,
2006) have mainly focused on the latter problem
of extracting sentence aligned parallel text from
web, we are interested in the former problem of
locating such sites.

The architecture of our crawler is presented in
Figure 2. The crawler downloads a page, p and
sends it to the bilingual site detector (BS Detec-
tor). If the BS Detector predicts that the site repre-
sented by p contains parallel text (see Section 2.1),
the Backlink Crawler collects the backlinks of p,
i.e., links that point to p, by using a search engine
backlink API. The Backlink Classifier predicts the
relevance of these links (see Section 2.3), and adds
them to the queue that represent these links in
the Frontier (backlink queue). The most promis-
ing backlink is then sent by the Frontier Sched-
uler to the Crawler, which downloads its content.
Next, the Page Parser extracts the forward links
of the backlink page and adds the most promis-
ing forward links (as identified by Forward-Link
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Figure 2: Architecture of our crawling strategy to
locate bilingual sites.

Classifier) to the forward-link queue. The Frontier
Scheduler then decides the next link to be sent to
the crawler. We present the core elements of the
crawler in the sections below.

2.1 Bilingual Site Detection
The performance of the bilingual site detection
is essential to obtain a high-quality collection of
bilingual sites. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2006)
perform this task by extracting the anchor text and
image alt text from pages in the Web sites and
match them with a pre-defined list of strings in
the languages of interest. If the Web site con-
tains at least two matched links in the different
languages then it is considered as bilingual. The
approach suffers from the drawback of low recall
since bilingual sites that contain patterns outside
the list may be missed. Another approach (Ma and
Liberman, 1999) verifies the presence of bilingual
text at pages of the top 3 or 4 levels of the Web site
by using a language identifier. This approach can
be very expensive as one might need to download
a considerable portion of the Web site to make a
decision.

Our solution to detecting parallel sites has some
similarities with these previous approaches but
tries to address their main limitations. First, in-
stead of using a pre-defined list of patterns to de-
tect bilingual sites, we use supervised learning to
predict if a given page has links to parallel data
(Link Predictor). Second, to avoid downloading
a great portion of the Web site, the BS Detector
only verifies whether the pages whose URLs are
considered relevant by the Link Predictor are in
different languages.
Link-Based Prediction. The role of the Link Pre-
dictor is to identify links that point to parallel text
in a Web site. Our assumption is that pages of
bilingual sites contain some common link patterns.
For instance, pages in English might have a link

to its version in Spanish, containing words such as
“espanol” and “castellano” in its anchor, URL, etc.
However, there are cases whereby the link does
not provide any visible textual information to the
user. Instead, only an image (usually a country
flag) might represent the link. In these cases, tex-
tual information in the fields of the img html tag
(e.g. alt and src) might be helpful. In order to
be able to handle different types of patterns in the
links, the Link Predictor uses features in 5 differ-
ent contexts: tokens in the URL, anchor, around,
image alt and image src. For this paper, we built
the training data from non-bilingual and bilingual
sites in English/Spanish. It was compiled by man-
ually labeling 560 URLs (236 relevant and 324
non-relevant). We use probabilistic SVM (Platt,
1999) as the learning algorithm to create the Link
Predictor. Probabilistic SVM is a suitable choice
for this classification as it performs well on text
data, and we are also interested in the class likeli-
hood of the instances.

In essence, the Link Predictor works as a low-
cost filter, its cost is associated with the link clas-
sifications which is very low. It also considerably
prunes the search space for subsequent steps that
are typically more expensive computationally.

Language Identification. In the second step of
the bilingual site detection, the BS Detector veri-
fies if the pages whose links were considered rel-
evant by the Link Predictor are in the languages
of interest. The motivation behind the use of lan-
guage identification for our problem is, since we
are interested in bilingual text, only looking at in-
dividual links of these sites might not suffice. In
addition to identify the language of the pages of
candidate links identified by the Link Predictor,
language identification is also performed on the
page that contains such links, i.e., the page that
was provided as input to the BS Detector. This
handles cases in which a page in a given language
only contains a link to its translation in other lan-
guage but not links to both versions. The language
identification is then performed in all pages of that
candidate list and if different pages are in the lan-
guage of interest, the site is considered as bilin-
gual. To detect the language of a given page, we
use the textcat (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994) Lan-
guage Identifier.

Even though there is some cost in downloading
the pages to perform this step, we show later in
this section that it is only necessary to download
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Link Predictor BS Detector
Min. Likelihood Rec. Prec. F-Meas. Rec. Prec. F-Meas. Cost (Downloads per site)
0 1 0.5 0.66 0.86 0.73 0.79 29.1
0.1 0.97 0.55 0.7 0.75 0.84 0.79 6.5
0.2 0.94 0.61 0.8 0.74 0.89 0.8 4.5
0.3 0.88 0.68 0.76 0.71 0.93 0.8 3.6
0.4 0.85 0.72 0.78 0.7 0.93 0.8 3.1
0.5 0.84 0.75 0.79 0.67 0.95 0.78 2.8
0.6 0.84 0.75 0.79 0.67 0.95 0.78 2.6
0.7 0.83 0.76 0.79 0.67 0.95 0.78 2.4
0.8 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.67 0.95 0.78 2.2
0.9 0.77 0.8 0.78 0.66 0.97 0.78 2

Table 1: Results obtained by the BS Detector (Link Predictor + language identification) and the Link
Predictor only.

on average 2 to 3 pages per site, since the Link
Predictor prunes the search space considerably.

Evaluation. To measure the quality of the BS De-
tector, we manually labeled 200 Web sites (100
positive and 100 negative) from the dmoz direc-
tory in topics related to Spanish speaking coun-
tries. A site was considered as relevant if it con-
tained at least a pair of parallel pages. Our ap-
proach is similar to that employed by (Resnik and
Smith, 2003) to label parallel text.

Since the Link Predictor outputs the likelihood
of a relevant link, we varied the minimum like-
lihood for a link be considered as relevant. For
each value, we measured its quality (precision, re-
call and F-measure), as well as its cost (number of
downloaded pages per site in the language identi-
fication step). Table 1 presents the results for the
BS Detector and the Link Predictor (first step of
the BS Detector). When the minimum likelihood
is 0, the language identification process checks all
the links in the given pages for pairs of languages,
i.e., the Link Predictor considers all the links as
relevant. In this scenario, an average of 29 pages
per Web site were downloaded and the recall of the
BS Detector was 0.86. This implies that the lan-
guage identifier was not able to detect pairs of lan-
guages in 16% of the relevant sites. As expected,
the minimum likelihood is directly proportional to
the precision and inversely proportional to the re-
call. It is interesting to note that between 0.5 and
0.8, these values do not change for the BS Detector
besides the decreasing of cost. The Link Predic-
tor shows a similar behavior. Another important
observation to glean is that adding the language
detection on top of the Link Predictor improves
the overall precision of the bilingual site detec-
tion. For instance, when the minimum likelihood
is set to 0.5, the Link Predictor’s precision is 0.75
whereas that of the BS Detector is 0.95. The high
precision of the BS Detector is very important to
build a high-quality set of bilingual sites.

2.2 Crawling Policy

In this section, we focus our attention to our solu-
tion to locating bilingual sites on the Web. Pre-
vious work (Ma and Liberman, 1999) tries to
perform this task by restricting the crawler in a
top-level internet domain where it is supposed to
contain a high concentration of these sites. For
instance, Ma and Liberman (Ma and Liberman,
1999) focused the crawler in .de domain since they
were interested in German/English language pairs.
In this work, we do not restrict the crawler to any
particular internet domain or topic. Our objective
is to allow the crawler to perform a broad search
while avoiding visits to unproductive Web regions.

We implemented this strategy by imposing the
constraint that the crawler stays in the Web neigh-
borhood graph of the bilingual sites that were pre-
viously discovered by the crawler. More specifi-
cally, the crawler explores the neighborhood graph
defined by the bipartite graph composed by the
backlink pages (BPs) of bilingual sites and the
pages pointed by BPs (forward pages), see Fig-
ure 1. As we mentioned before, this strategy is
based on the findings that Web communities are
characterized by directed bipartite subgraphs (Ku-
mar et al., 1999). Thus, our assumption is that the
Web region comprised by this bipartite graph is
rich in bilingual sites as backlink pages typically
point to multiple bilingual sites. Finally, as we
are looking for Web sites and not for single Web
pages, the crawler only considers out-of-site links,
i.e., it excludes from the bipartite graph links to
internal pages of the sites.

The steps of our algorithm are shown in Al-
gorithm 1. Initially, the user provides a set of
seed URLs that are added to the frontier. The
crawler then starts to download the links in the
frontier. If the BS Detector identifies a page in
a bilingual site, the backlinks to this page are col-
lected and added back to the frontier. Backlink
information can be retrieved through the “link:”
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Algorithm 1 Crawling Policy
1: Input: seeds, BS Detector

{seeds : seeds provided by the user, BS Detector: the
Bilingual Site Detector.}

2: frontier = ∅
{Create the empty frontier.}

3: frontier.addLinks(seeds)
{Add the seeds to the frontier.}

4: repeat
5: link = frontier.next()

{Retrieve from the frontier the next link to be vis-
ited.}

6: page = download(link)
{Download the content of the page.}

7: if BS Detector.isRelevant(page) then
8: backlinks = collectBacklins(page)

{Collect the backlinks to the given page provided
by a search engine API.}

9: frontier.addLinks(backlinks)
{Add the backlinks to the frontier.}

10: end if
11: if link.isBacklink() then
12: outlinks = extractOutlinks(page)

{Extract the outlinks of a backlink page.}
13: frontier.addLinks(outlinks)

{Add the outlinks to the frontier.}
14: end if
15: until frontier.isEmpty()

API provided by search engines such as Google
and Yahoo! (Bharat et al., 1998). In the next
step, pages represented by the backlinks (back-
link pages) are downloaded, their outlinks are ex-
tracted and added to the frontier. Notice that only
the outlinks from the backlink pages are added to
the frontier. The crawler does not explore outlinks
of forward pages (forward pages are pages pointed
by backlink pages, see Figure 1).

2.3 Forward-Link and Backlink Classifiers

Retaining the crawler in the graph neighborhood
of bilingual sites (the bipartite graph) is our first
attempt towards an effective search for such sites.
However, there may be many links in the graph
that do not lead to relevant sites. In order to
identify promising URLs in the two different page
sets of the bipartite graph, we employ supervised
learning. For each set (backlink and forward sets),
the crawler builds a classifier that outputs the rele-
vance of a given link in that particular set. Rel-
evant links in the forward pages’ set represent
URLs of bilingual sites, i.e., links that give imme-
diate benefit, whereas relevant links in the back-
link pages’ set are URLs of backlink pages that
contain outlinks to bilingual sites (delayed bene-
fit).

Previous approaches for focused crawl-
ing (Chakrabarti et al., 2002; Rennie and

McCallum, 1999; Barbosa and Freire, 2007)
also use patterns on links to prioritize them. But
instead of using link classifiers specialized in
different link layers, they build a single classifier.
The advantage of having multiple classifiers
is that it decomposes a complex problem into
simpler subproblems in which each classifier
is dedicated to a subset of more homogeneous
hypothesis (Gangaputra and Geman, 2006). Dili-
genti et al. (Diligenti et al., 2000) also proposed
the use of multiple classifiers to guide the crawler.
But instead of looking at link patterns, they use
the content of the pages.

In summary, the Forward-Link Classifier pre-
dicts the most promising links for the forward
pages, whereas the Backlink Classifier identifies
the most promising links for the backlink pages.
Both classifiers use as features the neighborhood
of links. The link neighborhood is composed
by four contextual categories: URL (without the
host), host, anchor, and text around the link. Since
the number of extracted features tends to be large
(and most of them have very low frequency), we
remove stop-words and stem the remaining words.
Note that features are associated with a context.
For example, if the word “hotel” appears both in
the URL and anchor text of a link, it is added
as a feature in both contexts. It is important to
note that words in the host context have an im-
portant role, since many parallel corpus sites are
in a country’s internet domain, e.g., es, de, etc.
In fact, as we mentioned before, some previous
approaches (Ma and Liberman, 1999) restrict the
crawl within these domains to collect parallel data.
But instead of pre-defining a set of domains, the
crawler in our work automatically identifies the
most important ones during its crawling process.

As one can expect, the two classifiers per-
form a different role. For the Backlink Classi-
fier, features such as “link” and “directory” in the
URL obtained have high frequency in the train-
ing data. These words usually occur in the URL
of pages that point to many different sites, e.g.,
http://www.rentaccomspain.com/links.asp. The
Forward-Link Classifier is more focused on topics.
Words such as “hotel”, “air”, “art” and “language”
were some of the frequent features used by it.

The two classifiers are automatically created
during the crawling process. Initially, the crawler
starts with no link prioritization. After a speci-
fied number of crawled pages, a learning iteration
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is performed by collecting the link neighborhood
of the links that point to relevant and non-relevant
pages in each set. The result of this process is used
as training data for the Backlink and Forward-Link
classifiers. Similar to previous focused crawling
approaches (Chakrabarti et al., 2002; Barbosa and
Freire, 2007), we use Naive Bayes algorithm for
this purpose. As a final step, the relevance of the
links in the frontier are updated based on the new
classifiers.

3 Crawling Experiments
In this section, we assess our crawling strategy to
locate bilingual sites and compare it with other
crawling approaches.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Crawling Strategies. We executed the following
crawling strategies to locate bilingual sites:

• Forward Crawler (FC): The forward crawler ran-
domly follows the forward links without any re-
striction;

• Focused Crawler (FocC): although our strategy
does not restrict its search to a particular domain,
we set up a focused crawler (Chakrabarti et al.,
2002) in the travel domain for comparison. The
focused crawler is composed by a page classifier
that restricts the crawl to pages in the travel do-
main and a link classifier that guides the crawler’s
link visitation to avoid unproductive Web regions
(see (Chakrabarti et al., 2002) for more details);

•Out-of-site Back/Forward Crawler (OBFC): The
out-of-site back/forward crawler uses the crawling
strategy proposed in this paper without any priori-
tization to the links;

•Classifier-Based Out-of-site Back/Forward
Crawler (COBFC): The classifier-based out-of-
site back/forward is the OBFC along with the
Backlink and Forward-link classifiers to prioritize
the links in the frontier. Both classifiers are
created after crawling 20,000 pages.

We set up the crawlers to locate bilingual sites in
English and Spanish. Each configuration collected
100,000 pages and 1,000 links were provided as
seeds. These were randomly selected from the
URLs available on the Open Directory Project1 re-
lated to Spanish speaking countries.

1http://www.dmoz.org/
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Figure 3: Total of bilingual sites collected by the
crawling strategies in a crawl of 100,000 pages.

Effectiveness measure. The performance of the
crawling strategies was measured by the total
number of bilingual sites collected after the bilin-
gual site detection during the crawl. The minimum
likelihood used by BS Detector to consider a link
as relevant was 0.8 since we are interested in ob-
tain a high-quality collection of bilingual sites (see
Section 2.1).

3.2 Assessing the Bilingual Site Crawler

In Figure 3, we present the total of bilingual sites
collected by each crawling configuration after col-
lecting 100,000 pages. Our crawling strategy,
COBFC, collected the greatest number of bilin-
gual sites (6598 sites). This result empirically con-
firms that our approach of restricting the crawler to
the neighborhood of bilingual sites by using back
and forward links, along with classifiers that pri-
oritize these links is in fact effective for locating
bilingual sites.

The comparison between the top two strategies,
namely, COBFC (6598 bilingual sites) and OBFC
(3894 bilingual sites) shows that: (1) the Backlink
and Forward-link classifiers used to prioritize the
links in the frontier improve the crawler’s perfor-
mance; and (2) even with no link prioritization,
our strategy of restricting the search to the bipar-
tite graph of backlink and forward pages is able to
obtain good results. We can conclude from these
numbers that bilingual sites are close to each other
when one considers their backlinks. As we men-
tioned previously, this can be attributed to the fact
that backlinks are typically hubs to bilingual sites.

From the experimental results, it is clear that our
crawling is effective for locating bilingual sites on
the Web. The main limitation, however, is that it
relies on an external component (search engine) to
provide backlinks. In the experiments presented
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in this work, the use of a search engine slowed
down the crawling execution since we did not want
to submit many requests to the search engine and
consequently have the backlink requests halted.

A final note regarding our crawling strategy is
that even though we do not restrict it to any partic-
ular topic, as the crawling process evolves, it auto-
matically focuses on topics where there is a higher
concentration of parallel data, as travel, translator
sites, etc. This is different from conventional ap-
proaches that explicitly constrain the crawl based
on topics.

4 Machine Translation Experiments
In this section, we exploit the parallel text obtained
through our crawling strategy as augmented data
in machine translation. We use a phrase-based sta-
tistical machine translation system (Koehn et al.,
2007) in all the experiments.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Web data. We focus on English and Spanish as
the bilingual pair of languages. We used the crawl-
ing strategy presented in the previous section to
obtain a set of 20186 bilingual sites. The paral-
lel text from these sites was mined using the tech-
nique presented in (Rangarajan et al., 2011). A to-
tal of initial 4.84M bilingual sentence pairs were
obtained from this process. We used length-based
and word-based filters as well as a language model
to filter these initial sentence pairs. After cleanup,
a total of 2,039,272 bilingual sentence pairs was
obtained from the crawling data.
Development and Test Data. In order to obtain
a representative reference development and test
set, we manually created bilingual sentences in
the hospitality and tourism domain. A bilingual
speaker was given instructions to create dialogs in
a variety of travel scenarios such as making a ho-
tel reservation, booking a taxi, checking into a ho-
tel, calling front desk and reporting problems, etc.
A total of 49 scenarios were created that resulted
in 1019 sentences, 472 of which was used for de-
velopment and 547 for testing. The dialogs were
created in English and then translated to Span-
ish. The development and test sets are not very
large, mainly because creating high quality bilin-
gual data for a particular domain is expensive. We
have given due consideration to create a test set
that is highly similar to the domain of operation.
We are working on evaluating the performance of
the crawled data on different domains as part of

future work (as we translate more data through hu-
man annotations).
MT Models. We performed machine translation
experiments in both directions, English-Spanish
and Spanish-English. Europarl data is the only
source of parallel data (English/Spanish) that we
have access to, and hence it serves as the data
for our baseline translation model. Although the
model can be considered to be out-of-domain with
respect to our test domain, its language style is
more similar to our test set (spoken dialogs) in
comparison with the Web data. The Europarl data
comprised 1.48M bilingual sentence pairs.

The Web data translation model was trained on
the sentences resulting from the Web crawler. We
also used a combination of the two models that
we call as combined model. The combined model
uses both the phrase tables during decoding. The
reordering table was also concatenated from the
two models.

4.2 Results

Table 2 presents the translation performance in
terms of various metrics such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski,
2010) and Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover
et al., 2006). The language model was a 5 gram
language model optimized on the development set
based on perplexity and the translation weights of
the log-linear model were learned using Minimum
Error Rate Training.

While the out-of-domain model trained using
Europarl data achieves a BLEU score of 20.65 on
the test set (tourism and hospitality domain) for
English-Spanish, the model constructed by aug-
menting the web crawling data to europarl data
achieves a relative improvement of 22%. Simi-
lar improvements hold for Spanish-English trans-
lation. The METEOR scores reported in Table 2
were computed only for exact match (synonyms
and stemmed matches were not considered). For
all three objective metrics, we achieve significant
improvements in translation performance. The
results demonstrate the efficacy of our bilingual
crawling approach for harvesting parallel text for
machine translation. The bilingual crawler can be
initialized with a different policy based on the test
domain of interest and hence our scheme is gener-
alizable.

Regarding the results of Europarl versus Web
data alone, the reason for the lower translation
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Model Training data English-Spanish Spanish-English
BLEU METEOR TER BLEU METEOR TER

Europarl 20.65 16.76 71.52 25.26 41.09 64.76
Baseline Web 16.94 14.81 79.28 23.48 39.65 66.11

Combined 23.00 17.90 68.86 28.86 44.18 61.24

Table 2: Automatic evaluation metric scores for translation models from out-of-domain data, Web data
and combined models.

quality of the web crawled data on the test set
considered in the experiments is mainly due to
the style of the test set. Even though the domain
of the crawler is travel and hospitality, the sen-
tences in the test set are more conversational and
better matched with Europarl in terms of BLEU
metric. On the other hand, the METEOR met-
ric that accounts for the overlapping unigrams is
much closer for Europarl and Web data, i.e., the
vocabulary coverage is comparable.

5 Related Work
There are basically two main types of approaches
to locate parallel corpora: query-based (Resnik
and Smith, 2003; Resnik, 1998; Chen and Nie,
2000; Tomás et al., 2005) and crawling-based (Ma
and Liberman, 1999; Chen et al., 2004).

Query-based approaches typically try to ex-
plore common patterns that occur in this kind
of data by using them as search queries. For
instance, STRAND (Resnik and Smith, 2003;
Resnik, 1998) tries to locate candidate parallel
pages by issuing queries like: (anchor:“english”
OR anchor:“anglais”) AND (anchor:“french” OR
anchor:“francais”). Chen and Nie (Chen and
Nie, 2000) used a similar principle to obtain two
sets of candidate sites by issuing queries as an-
chor:“english version” to a search engine, and then
taking the union. More recently, Hong et al. (Hong
et al., 2010) proposed a method that discovers
document pairs by first selecting the top words
in a source language document, translating these
words and issuing them as a query to a search en-
gine. The main limitation of these previous ap-
proaches is that they only rely on the search en-
gine results to obtain the parallel pages. And,
since search engines restrict the total number of
results per query and the number of requests, there
is a limitation in terms of the total number of sites
that can be collected. This is confirmed by the
numbers presented in their experimental evalua-
tion. For instance, Chen and Nie (Chen and Nie,
2000) reported a total of only 185 candidate sites
for English-Chinese corpora.

With respect to crawling-based approaches for
locating parallel text, there is not much prior work
in this area. In fact, most of the research in this
area is focused more on the problem of identifying
the text pairs (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006; Uszkoreit et al., 2010) than actually
locating them. They typically use simple strate-
gies to locate parallel text without exploring the
Web link structure. For example, Ma and Liber-
man (Ma and Liberman, 1999) try to achieve this
goal by simply restricting the crawler within in a
particular internet domain whereby there might be
a good chance of finding this kind of data.

6 Conclusions
This paper presents a novel focused crawling strat-
egy to locate bilingual sites. It keeps its search
in the bipartite graph composed by the backlink
pages of bilingual sites (already discovered by the
crawler) and the pages pointed by them. To fo-
cus on the most promising regions in this graph,
the crawler explores the patterns presented in its
links to guide its visitation policy. Another nov-
elty proposed in this paper is our low-cost and
high-precision strategy to detect a bilingual site.
It performs this task in two steps. First, it relies
on common patterns found in the internal links of
these sites to compose a classifier that identifies
link pages as entry points to parallel data in these
sites. Second, it verifies whether these pages are
in fact in the languages of interest. Our experi-
ments showed that our crawling strategy is more
effective in finding bilingual sites than the base-
line approaches and that our bilingual site detec-
tion has high-precision while being efficient. We
also demonstrated the efficacy of our crawling ap-
proach by performing machine translation exper-
iments using the parallel text obtained from the
bilingual sites identified by the crawler.

An interesting venue to pursue in a future work
is to verify whether the crawling strategy proposed
in this paper also works in other types of domains
where regular focused crawling may have issues
in finding the targeted Web sources.
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